CMV70-3P miRNA contributes to the CMV mediated glioma stemness and represents a target for glioma experimental therapy
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ABSTRACT

Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is a rapidly progressive brain tumor with a median survival of 15–19 months. Therapeutic resistance and recurrence of the disease is attributed to cancer stem cells (CSC). Here, we report that CMV70-3P miRNA encoded by CMV increases GBM CSC stemness. Inhibition of CMV70-3P expression using oligo inhibitors significantly attenuated the ability of primary glioma cells to proliferate and form neurospheres. At the molecular level, we show that CM70-3P increases expression of cellular SOX2. Collectively, these findings indicate that CMV70-3P is a potential regulator of CMV- mediated glioma progression and cancer stemness.

INTRODUCTION

Glioblastoma (GBM) is a WHO grade-IV brain cancer with a median survival of 15–18 months, making it the deadliest of all brain cancers. Although surgical removal of the tumor mass followed by radiation and chemotherapy improves patient survival, tumor recurrence remains a concern [1, 2]. Recent investigations indicate that a sub-population of tumor cells called cancer stem cells (CSCs) is responsible for the recurrence and therapeutic resistance in GBM [3, 4]. These CSCs possess self-renewal and proliferative capabilities similar to healthy stem cells and can increase the development of mutations, deletions and other genetic abnormalities throughout the tumor. There is considerable interest in identifying CSC promoting factors so that effective therapeutic strategies could be designed in the future. While genetic and micro-environmental elements play an important role in the survival and maintenance of CSCs, new evidence suggesting a role of CMV in cancer stemness has begun to emerge [5]. A direct association of CMV with glioma stem cells expressing CD133 marker has recently been evaluated [5, 6]. Our group has shown the presence of CMV proteins in GBM tissues [7]. CMV gene products such as pp71 [8] and IE1 [9] have been known to be responsible for tumor angiogenesis and invasion. Additionally, signaling pathways possibly deregulated by CMV may activate glioma pathogenesis [10, 11]. Importantly, STAT3 and AKT pathways can be stimulated by CMV [12] in GBM cells, and CMV can accelerate gliomagenesis in a mouse model by induction of STAT3 in GBM CSC [13].

Posttranscriptional viral gene expression could be mediated through the expression of short- noncoding RNA-microRNA. Recent bioinformatical analysis of the CMV genome confirms the presence of 20–22 bp mRNA molecules with mRNA target function [14]. Through the formation of protein complex with RISC, viral microRNAs regulate expression of target mRNA and thus translation of specific proteins [15]. The evidence collected so far suggest that most viral microRNAs are highly expressed during productive infection of purified monocytes [16]. In contrast to these findings, in the brain tumor cells [17, 18], CMV expresses limited quantities of viral mRNA, miRNA and/or DNA expressions [19, 20]. However, during latent infection, cytomegalovirus, however, promotes expression of cellular and viral genes which may help to establish a long-lasting infection.
via producing viral glycoproteins and microRNAs [16]. Dolken et al. experimentally showed that CMV microRNAs are involved in the horizontal transmission and persistence of viral particles [21], thereby confirming, their pro-oncogenic potential of miRNAs coding by genome.

The hypothesis that CMV induced viral microRNA is a part of CMV induced pathogenesis is strongly supported by the observation that latent CMV infection requires the expression of several types microRNAs [22–24]. One attractive viral microRNA that produced during viral latency is CMV70-3P. CMV70-3P is known to be upregulated during infection of T-1 human monocytes with CMV. Whereas production of several microRNAs during CMV latency has some effect on viral replication, no involvement of CMV70-3P is detected. Although the role of CMV70-3P for glioma progression is under investigation, it is known that CMV70-3P blocks cellular apoptosis via inhibition of BAX modulator gene (MOAP1) [25]. Given the fact that CMV persistence of GSC is associated with high expression of SOX2 [17, 26] and induction of neurospheres [5], in this report we investigated the link between CMV70-3P microRNA and activation of glioma stemness.

RESULTS

Evidence of cmv70-3p miRNA present in the GBM tissues

Since that various cellular microRNAs play an important role in tumor progression through the regulation of cellular apoptosis [27], invasion [28], autophagy [29] and stemness [30, 31], we hypothesized that CMV70-3P microRNA might also play a role in glioma progression and promote anti-apoptotic function. We analyzed the expression of CMV encoded microRNAs in the human normal brain-like (NB) and GBM cancer specimens (GBM1, GBM2, GBM8, GBM10 and GBM13). Of note, these GBM patient-derived cells were previously characterized for the presence of CMV glycoprotein IE1 [32]. As shown in Figure 1, quantitative PCR analyses of primary specimens reveals that primary glioblastoma cells exhibit high-level expression of CMV70-3P microRNA compared to normal samples \( (p = 0.042, T \text{ test one tail analyses}) \). Specifically, there was more than 10-fold expression of CMV70-3P microRNA in the GBM tissue relative to normal brain samples, suggesting that CMV70-3P can be a contributing factor for GBM.

CMV70-3P microRNA expressed in glioma stem cells

To determine the expression of CMV in the various glioma specimens, we stained primary GBM specimens with CD11B (a marker of blood cells and macrophages), CD45 (a marker of hematopoietic cells), antibodies against CMV gB glycoprotein and Olig2 (stem cell markers). We noticed that some gB positive cells (green color, Figure 2A) exhibit CD11B-negative/CD45-negative phenotype (green color, Figure 2B), and the majority of gB positive cells represent a OLIG2-positive subclass of glioma cells (yellow signal of colocalization, Figure 2C and Supplementary Figure S1A) or exhibit strong expression for SOX2 (Supplementary Figure S1B). To further analyze the potential role of CMV70-3P in gliomagenesis, we infected U251 and U118 cells with CMV (5 MOI), and maintained them in monolayer and as spheres to promote self-renewal. As shown in Figure 2D, quantitative assessment of CMV70-3P microRNA revealed the strong presence of CMV70-3P in the stem cell conditions (1.5- and 2.3-fold vs a value of the U118 and U251 cells growing in the DMEM with 10%FBS conditions).

Similar results were obtained using patient-derived glioma cells (Figure 2E). To determine if CMV70-3P is associated with known cancer stem cell marker CD133 expression, we isolated primary GBM cells (Figure 2F) as CD133 positive and CD133 negative populations and determined their ability to form neurospheres in vitro. We observed higher prevalence of CD133-positive cells in the neurospheres of patient-derived glioma cells (61.8% in GBM10, 7.73% in GBM1 and 47.2 in GBM13 relatively) (Figure 2G). Moreover, CMV70-3P expression was significantly higher in the CD133 positive population (12.65, 4.5 and 51.09 fold relatively) relative to CD133 negative population of GBM10, GBM1 and GBM13 tumor cells (Figure 2H). Of note, we also observed high expression of CMV70-3P, correlated with known stem cell factor SOX2.

CMV70-3P regulates cancer stemness of CD133 positive cells

To determine CMV70-3P’s contribution in promoting GBM stemness, we treated CMV infected U251 and U118 glioblastoma cell lines with NCmiRNA (control) or CMV70-3P oligo inhibitor. As seen in Figure 3A, CMV infected U251 and U118 glioblastoma cell lines transfected with CMV70-3P inhibitor exhibited fewer neurospheres \((350.2 \pm 59.9 \text{ vs NCmiRNA})\) compared to NCmiRNA or mimic \((370.2 \pm 41.3 \text{ neurospheres})\) (Figure 3B). Similar trends were also observed in U118 cells. Delivery of CMV70-3P inhibitor (iCMV70-3P) significantly suppressed neurosphere formation from 325.5 \pm 35.7 \text{ (NCmiRNA)} and 305.5 \pm 15.1 \text{ (CMV70-3Pmimic)} to 190.5 \pm 21.2 \text{ (iCMV70-3P, } p < 0.05)\) and negatively affected cell viability (Supplementary Figure S2). To determine whether the stem cell marker SOX2 is a direct target for CMV70-3P, we investigated whether delivery of CMV70-3P inhibitor could abrogate SOX2 expression. Indeed, quantitative PCR analysis indicated that delivery of CMV70-3P microRNA oligo inhibitor to GSC decreased the expression of SOX2 following by CMV infection (Figure 3C) and...
led to ~20% reduction of human SOX2 promoter activity (Supplementary Figure S3) in the presence of CMV70-3P microRNA expression. To validate whether inhibition of CMV70-3P decreases SOX2 protein expression, we used GBM13 patient-derived glioma cells (CMV positive) and U118 cells infected with CMV and then transduced with CMV70-3P or NCmiRNA. The transfected glioma cells grown in differentiated (DMEM with 10% FBS allows to maintain mixture of cells with various lineage, Supplementary Figure S4) and stem cell conditions (NSA media supplemented with N2, B27, EGFFR and FGF) were stained using CD133, NESTIN, GFAP and OLIG2 markers. We found that the delivery of CMV70-3P inhibitor significantly inhibited SOX2 expression in U118CMV infected and GBM13 glioma stem cells ($p < 0.029$ and 0.008, respectively Figure 3F and 3G) without altering the expressions of CD133, NESTIN and OLIG2. In non-stem cell conditions we did not see significant changes compared to NC control miRNA transfection (Figure 3D). Similar data were obtained using GBM13 cells infected with CMV (Figure 3E). To evaluate the formation of secondary neurospheres during CMV70-3P suppression, cells from patient-derived glioma neurospheres (GBM13) were transfected with NCmiRNA or CMV70-3P inhibitor and were grown in stem cell conditions (Figure 3H). We observed that the delivery of CMV70-3P inhibitor diminished formation of secondary neurospheres in GBM1, GBM2 and GBM10 glioma cells (Figure 3I, all $p$ value < 0.05). Moreover, 14 days after transfection we also detected decreased level of neurospheres using limited dilution assay (Figure 3J), suggesting that glioma long-term culture does support neurosphere formation after CMV70-3P inhibition. These data highlight the role of CMV70-3P microRNA in GBM stemness promoted through CMV infection.

Inhibition of CMV70-3P abrogates migration and invasion of glioma stem cells

To determine the role of CMV70-3P expression in invasion, we treated GBM cells (prior infected with CMV) with mock or inhibitor. In the migration test, the mean number of mock or NCmiRNA transfected U118 and U251 pretreated with CMV were 415.5 ± 7.77 or 390 ± 14.14 (U251cells) and 345 ± 36.77 or 326 ± 12.02 (U118 cells) respectively (Figure 4A). After delivery of iCMV70-3P to the CMV infected cells, migration of glioma cells significantly decreased from 415.5 to 272 ± 19.67 ($p < 0.0003$, for U251) cells and 345 to 199 ± 36.46 ($p < 0.0001$) for U118 cells, as shown in Figure 4B. Similar results were obtained using GBM1 ($p < 0.001$), GBM2 ($p < 0.01$) and GBM10 ($p = 0.003$) cells (Figure 4C and 4D). Matrigel invasion assay also demonstrated that delivery of iCMV70-3P suppressed invasion of patient derived glioma cells (Figure 4E). In particular, we detected significant suppression of cell invasion by iCMV70-3P (12.07 ± 7.82) vs GBM10 patient-derived glioma cells transfected with NCmiRNA (36.57 ± 12.72, $p < 0.0001$). Taken together these results indicate that migration and invasion of GBM stem cells can be induced by CMV70-3P miRNA.

DISCUSSION

Despite the improvement in treatment options, there has been little or no improvement in the survival of GBM patients. Tumor recurrence and therapeutic refractoriness of GBM are known to be linked with the presence of cancer stem cells (CSCs). There is considerable interest in understanding how cancer stem cells can perpetuate the self-renewal and proliferative capabilities of GBM. In the work presented here, we have shown that CMV, through
Figure 2: CMV70-3P is enriched in GSC. Olig2+ population of GBM contains cytomegalovirus gB. Immunofluorescent staining of primary GBM2 paraffin-embedded sections was conducting using gB (A), CD11B, CD45 and gB antibodies (B) or gB, Olig2 and DAPI (C). Presence of CMV in GBM samples was determined using FITC conjugated gB antibodies. Representative image was presented at part (A). Confocal micrographs of co-localization between DAPI(blue) and gB(green) at part “B” or Olig2 (red) and gB(green) in part “C” was determined. White arrows show areas with green expression (part B) or yellow co-localization (part C). Nuclei were counterstain with DAPI. Magnification ×400, scale 50 µm; (D) Expression of CMV70-3P in differential (NS) and glioma stem cells (S) conditions. U251 bearing CMV, U118 infected with CMV cells and primary GBM were growing in the presence of B27, FGF and EGF (“S” condition) or media supplemented with 10%FBS (“NS”-condition) were used for RNA isolation and assessment of CMV70-3P via real-time PCR. Experiment was performed twice in triplicates; (E) Relative expression of CMV70-3P was quantified using real-time PCR and later normalized to expression of 5S RNA. Data presented as a fold expression to the level at non-infected human neural cells (NSC, negative control). NS and S –primary cells propagated in non-stem cells or stem cells conditions. GBM2, GBM8, GBM10 and GBM13-patient-derived glioma cells; Patient GSC are enriched with CMV70-3P. Patient-derived GBM2, GBM10 and GBM13 cells (F) were grown in stem cells conditions for 2 weeks before their separation using CD133 marker (G). Percentage of CD133 positive cells is presented for each GBM sample; (F) GSC isolated from GBM surgical specimens formed neurospheres as shown in representative images. Magnification ×200, scale 20 µ. Total RNA isolated from CD133 positive and CD133 negative were used for quantitative PCR using primers, which recognize human SOX2 and CMV70-3P (H). *, **, ***P value expression of CMV70-3P in CD133 positive vs expression in CD133 negative cells. #, ##, ###P value expression of SOX2 in CD133 positive vs expression in CD133 negative cells.
Figure 3: CMV70-3P regulates glioma stemness. Growing in stem cell conditions, U251CMV and U118CMV were transfected with NCmiRNA, mimic(mimic CMV70-3P) or inhibitor of CMV70-3P microRNA (each 20 nM) followed by 24 hours incubation in NSA-A NeuroCult™ media supplemented with EGF and bFGF(stem cell condition). Forty-eight hours after transfection, total neurospheres were assessed as described in Materials and Methods. (A) Representative photomicrographs (original magnification at ×10) of neurosphere in presence of NCmiRNA, mimic CMV70-3P or inhibitor of CMV70-3P. The total amount of neurospheres (B) was plotted and values represents average ± SE. P values are indicated in the Figures. There was significant inhibition of neurospheres formation (p = 0.0053 and p = 0.0139) detected in the U251CMV and U118CMV cells treated with iCMV70-3P (blue bar) vs NCmiRNA (red bar) respectively; (C) Real time PCR of SOX2 gene expression detected in the mock or CMV infected U251 and U118 cells after transfection them with NCmiRNA or inhibitor CMV70-3P microRNA (each 20 nM) followed by 24 hours incubation in NSA-A NeuroCult media supplemented with B27, EGF and bFGF. Total RNA was isolated and real-time PCR was performed. (p < 0.05). CMV70-3P expression vs NCmiRNA; Confocal images of U118 glioma cells bearing CMV (D) or GBM13 (E), and then transfected with oligo inhibitor against CMV70-3P(iCMV70-3P) or control(NCmiRNA) and cultured in the presence of B27/FGF2/EGF(Stem Cells, “S” condition) or 10%FBS (non-stem cells, “NS” condition) and image quantification using Image J software (F and G). NCmiRNA (non-coding miRNA) or iCMV70-3P transfected U118CMV glioma cells were stained using NESTIN (green), SOX2 (green), OLIG2 (green) and CD133 (green) antibodies. Nuclei counterstained with DAPI (blue). CMV70-3P inhibition suppresses expression of SOX2 and IE1 in stem cells condition. Magnification >200, Scale bars represent 20 µ. Five slides per each condition, treatment or cell type were subjected to mean signal quantification. Average of signal was plotted; CMV improves clonogenecity of glioma cells. Stem cells grown and then iCMV70-3P or NCmiRNA transfected GBM1, GBM2 and GBM10 cells were seeded into 96-well plates with defined densities (10–1000 cells per well) and resulting wells with neurospheres (H) were scored (I) 96 hours after transfection at density of 500 cells per well. Presence of CMV70-3P inhibitor suppress formation of secondary neurospheres at GBM1 (p = 0.004), GBM2 (p = 0.013) and GBM10 (p < 0.001) cells; (J) Distribution of the cells transfected with iCMV70-3P determined 14 days after transfected using GBM1, GBM10 and GBM13 patient-derived glioma cells. Limited dilution was calculated as described elsewhere [54].
the expression of CMV70-3P, influences glioma stemness. In general, the role of viruses in promoting cancer is well established [33–36]. Since the discovery of CMV in GBM [7], a number of reports describing the potential utility of antiviral therapy and vaccines has been published [37]. This data along with a study conducted by Price et al. [13] suggest that further understanding of the molecular biology of CMV as a tool in the investigation of glioma progression may offer advantages for GBM patients.

In the past we have shown that CMV persists inside glioma stem cells and can promote the genesis of GBM by decreasing autophagy in patient-derived glioma stem cells [11, 32]. Indeed, we found that real-time PCR analyses of primary GBM samples revealed a direct association of CMV70-3P with GBM, suggesting a role for CMV in cancer development.

Since GSCs promote the development of GBM, we sought to determine whether CMV70-3P expression is associated with these cells. Our immunofluorescence staining identified that OLIG2 positive cells are co-localized with CMV glycoprotein B. These data suggest that a precursor of GSC, OLIG2 positive NSC [38], can be a source for CMV persistence in the glioma tissue. Given the ability of OLIG2 positive cells to form tumors in vivo, we hypothesized that CMV70-3P could be a contributor to self-renewal and tumorigenic potential. Thus, we aimed to identify a possible association of CD133 GSC with CMV70-3P expression. Our findings suggest that the stem cell state (neurosphere) of glioma promotes accumulation of CMV70-3P in artificial CMV infected U118 and U251 cells, and patient derived glioma cells. Furthermore, we observed CMV70-3P expression is higher in CD133 positive relative to CD133 negative cells, suggesting strong association of CMV70-3P with GSCs. The key finding of the current study is that CMV70-3P promotes stemness of GSCs. It was shown that CMV70-3P, which is encoded by the CMV genome, is expressed during effective and persistent infection of various cells by CMV, helping CMV to maintain its persistence [24]. In addition, sustained CMV-mediated signaling is able to maintain GSCs to drive cancer cell stemness [17]. Taken together, we hypothesize that CMV can direct the progression of stem cells through the expression of stemness markers. We show that in CMV infection of U118 and U251 glioma cells, suppression of CMV70-3P resulted in loss of neurospheres formation and reduced proliferation. Additionally, we observed that CMV70-3P microRNA may exert its effect through upregulation of stem cell factor SOX2. Such upregulation of SOX2 by CMV might be mediated through a broader transcriptional regulation that could be investigated in a separate study in the future. Besides transcriptional regulation, CMV70-3P might regulate the mTOR pathway, which is critical for CMV infection since that signaling pathway was implemented in cell cycle division [39], tumor proliferation [40], invasion [41] and migration [42].

In our study we detected that inhibition of CMV70-3P suppressed tumor invasion and migration. Although it is known that changes in SOX2 expression can negatively

![Figure 4: Enforced inhibition of CMV70-3P reduces migration and invasion of glioma cells.](https://www.impactjournals.com/oncotarget)
affect the ability of tumor cells to migrate and invade [45–48], our data show evidence of new relationship between CMV70-3P inhibition and SOX2 expression besides its regulation thorough transcription [49, 50] and p107 [51]. Despite the fact that CMV70-3P can exhibit off-target effects as shown in Figure 3, overall our data demonstrate that suppression of CMV70-3P significantly decreases tumor cell migration and invasion of glioma cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Reagents

Against CMV IE1 (MAB8131, Chemicon) and gB (HCMV37, Abcam), human Actin, SOX2, OLIG2, NESTIN (all GeneTex). Cytomegalovirus strain Towne was obtained from Dr. L. Soroceanu (CPMC, California, USA) and propagated with 3T3 cells using standard technique. CMV contained supernatant was collected at designated time points and titrated using plaque forming unit assay human fibroblasts, and stored at minus 80°C. The Pool of pre-miRNA non- silencing random selected sequence of miRNAs with no homology to any known gene sequence (ON-TARGETplus SMARTPool, L-031117-00-0005), sense (mimic) of CMV70-3P miRNA (MIMAT0003343), as well as, antisense RNA inhibiting activity of human GAPDH (On-TARGETplus, D-001830-10-05), human NES (On-TARGETplus SMARTPool, L-031117-00-0005), cytomegalovirus CMV70-3P (MIMAT0003343) were synthesized by GE Dharmacon (ThermoFisher Scientific). Sense or antisense transfections were carried out using DharmaFECT transfection reagent (ThermoScientific) according to the manufacturer’s instructions using mock or CMV infected cells. After transfections, cells were grown in NS-A NeuroCult media supplemented with B27, bFGF and EGF (25 ng/ml) as previously described [32]. Patient-derived glioma stem cells (GBM1, GBM2, GBM8, GBM10 and GBM13) were growing in stem cells conditions (NS-A media supplemented with B27, bFGF and EGF) up passage 5.

Establishment of artificial glioma cells lines with CMV persistence

100,000 of U251 or U118 cells were plated in T75 flasks 24 hrs prior to infection with CMV. The Next day, growth factor media was replaced with MEM supplemented with 1% FBS media containing cytomegalovirus particles (5 MOI per cell, Towne strain). Three days later, the virus-containing media was replaced and MEM supplemented with 5% FBS was added to each flask. When cells reached 90% confluence, equal amounts of mock or CMV infected cells were split among three flasks, one of which received NS-A media supplemented with B27, bFGF and EGF. Accumulation of control genes upon delivery of antisense oligonucleotides was quantified using real-time PCR primers.

Primary GBM specimens

Primary paraffin embedded specimens, diagnosed as grade IV were provided by Dr. Apollon Karseladse (Department of Pathology, Cancer Research Center). Glioma specimens were obtained from ongoing craniotomies performed at the N.N. Blokhin Cancer Research Center (Moscow, Russia) and Swedish Neuroscience Institute (Seattle, Wa) under written informed consent and were characterized before [32].

Neurosphere assay

The neurosphere assay was used as indicator of cell clonogeneity. Briefly, 5,000 cells were plated per well into 96-well plates and keep grown in NS-A media supplemented with bFGF and EGF for 7 days.

Cell toxicity

Mock or CMV infected glioma U251 and U118 cells were then transfected with ncRNA, mimic or inhibitor of CMV70-3P microRNA. After overnight transfection, cells were grown in the media that supports glioma stemness (NS-A, supplemented with FGF and EGF). Seventy two hours later the cells were harvested, trypsinized and the amount of live/dead cells per each cell type of cells was determined using trypan blue exclusion test.
At least 5 replicates per sample were measured per each type of cells or treatment. Data was acquired by Nikon microscope and presented as a fold of live cells.

Cell migration and invasion assays

U118 and U251 glioma cells mock infected or infected with CMV (Towne strain) were later transfected with ncRNA, mimic and inhibitor of CMV70-3P microRNA (all 20 nM). After overnight transfection in RPMI media, cells were washed with PBS and NS-A media supplemented with bFGF and EGF was added to the well. Twenty four hours later, cells were harvested; counted and 50,000 cells were plated a top of Boyden chambers (Filter 8 µ porous). Compete media, MEM supplemented with 10% FBS was added to the lower chambers and served as chemoattractant. Each experiment was performed in three biological replicates.

Limiting dilution assay

Tumor cells from GBM patient cells and then transfected with iCMV70-3P or NCmiRNA were enzymatically dissociated into single cells, and then plated into 96 well plates with different densities (20–500 cells per well). Cells were incubated at 37°C for 2 weeks [53]. For the second neurospheres, cells growing in neurospheres after transfection with iCMV70-3P or NCmiRNA were dissociated and plated at the density of 500 cells per well to quantify the impact of CMV70-3P inhibition. At the time of quantification, each well was examined for the formation of neurospheres. For a statistical analysis, the numbers of responded events were plotted and stem cell frequency was calculated using the Extreme Limiting Dilution Analysis software.

Binding of CMV70-3p to human Sox2 promoter

For the transfection experiment HEK293 cells were cotransfected with luciferase expressed LightSwitch Promoter Reporter GoClone or Sox2 GoClone vectors with NCsiRNA (pcmvMIR-NCsiRNA), iCMV70-3P inhibitor or pcmvMIR plasmid expressing CMV70-3P microRNA(pcmvMIR-CMV70-3P). Luciferase activity was measured 48 hours later using a LightSwitch Luciferase assay. Data presented as fold of mock expression based on 4 replicates per sample.

RNA extraction, cDNA conversion and real time PCR

Total RNA was extracted using a phenol–chloroform approach. The quantity of RNA was assessed using Nanodrop. cDNA synthesis followed by real-time PCR was performed [24]. The amplified product was sequenced. Real-time PCR was conducted using 2× SybrGreen PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) on ABI7900HT (Applied Biosystems). Relative expressions of miRNA or CD133 were normalized to 5S RNA or GAPDH relatively. Expression levels of SOX2 were quantified in triplicate relative to beta-actin using the ΔΔCt method. Data were presented as fold expression vs mock infected cells. The primer set for human SOX2 was purchased from www.realtimepcr.com. Sequence for GAPDH primers are as follows: 5 GGTTCATGTTCCTCAATA-3’ and 5’AGGGATTTCATGGATGACAAG-3’.

Western blotting

Twenty micrograms of total protein was obtained from treated/untreated cells and loaded per lane. To measure protein expressions membranes with immobilized proteins were incubated with the appropriate primary antibodies overnight [32]. The following day, proteins were visualized using species-specific anti-IgG secondary antibodies (Li-Cor Biosciences, Lincoln, NE, USA). Images were acquired using Odyssey Imaging System (Model #1866, Li-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE).

Flow cytometry

Human glioma cells were grown in neurospheres conditions [32], to promote stemness and subjected to staining with CD133 antibody (Mylteny Biotech). After 1 hour, unbound antibody was removed and cells were analyzed by flow cytometry for CD133 PE expression, using FACSscalibur (Becton-Dickenson, Bedford, Ca) at the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Center Flow Cytometry Facility. A minimum of 10,000 events were scored for each sample.

Immunofluorescence staining of glioma cells growing on coverslips

GBM10 cells were grown on glass coverslips at 80% confluence. After fixation and permeabilization with ice cold methanol, cells were incubated overnight at 4°C with mouse or rabbit antibodies against human Nestin, GFAP, B3-Tubulin and OLIG2 antigens. The next day cells were washed and then incubated with Alexa 568 or 598 fluorochrome-conjugated donkey anti-mouse or anti-rabbit antibodies for 1 Hr at room temperature. Coverslips were mounted and examined in immunofluorescence microscope.

Confocal microcopy analysis

For two-dimensional evaluation, 4-µm fresh-frozen sections were stained with immunofluorescent antibodies against CD11B, Olig2, Sox2, CD45 and CMV glycoprotein gB of CMV in combination with DAPI (Invitrogen™, Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY).
As a negative control, all stainings were performed without primary antibody. Fluorescently labeled species-specific secondary anti–immunoglobulin G (IgG) antibody (Invitrogen™, Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY) was applied for visualization of primary antibody. Images were captured with Olympus IX2-UCB DSU spinning disc confocal microscope (Olympus, Center Valley, PA) with an Evolve electron-multiplying charge-coupled device camera (Photometrics, Tucson, AZ). Dual-color immunofluorescence was performed at 600× magnification and a high– numerical aperture (NA, 1.2) oil-immersion objective. Images were acquired and stored in original SlideBook format (Intelligent Imaging Innovations Inc, Denver, CO). After image capture, files were saved in TIFF format. Images were quantified using image J software. Prior to the measurement of mean FITC background was automatically subtracted from each slide prior assessment of fluorescence. Data was plotted and statistical analyses were conducted on average of mean fluorescence per 5 slides per staining.

Statistical analysis

Student’s t test was used for data analyses and p value < 0.05 was considered significant. All values are shown as mean+/− standard error (SE).

Abbreviations

GBM- glioblastoma, GSC-glioma stem cells, CMV-human cytomegalovirus, siRNA-anti-sense RNA, miRNA- micro RNA.
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